Conference Publications

The publications listed below have become available since the last issue of this bulletin and, except as noted, were sent automatically to present subscribers to the appropriate option of the IEEE Open Order Plan Subscription (OOPS). For completeness, the listing includes special issues or sections of IEEE periodicals that are devoted to IEEE conferences, as well as Conference Publications in the strict sense. Out-of-stock items may be found in the Engineering Societies Library in New York City and in all libraries that subscribe to OOPS.

Adaptive Processes Symposium, see Decision and Control Conference


Applied Magnetics Workshop, 3rd IEEE, held Jun 5-6, 1975 in Milwaukee, WI; sponsored by IEEE MAG and Marquette University. Digest Approx. 400p. $10.00 75CH0964-7 MAG


AUTOTESTCON '76 (formerly Automatic Support Systems for Advanced Maintainability and ASSC), held Nov. 10-12, 1976 in Arlington, TX; sponsored by IEEE AES, and IEEE Fort Worth Section. Conf. Record 201p. LC 73-84532 $20.00 76CH1157-7 AES

Canadian Communications and Power Conference — Conference Canadienne sur les Communications & l'Energie, held Oct. 20-22, 1976 in Montreal, Canada; sponsored by IEEE Canadian Region (7) and IEEE Montreal Section. Conf. Digest 615p. $18.00 76CH1126-2 REG 7

Clinical Engineering Education, Conference, on, held May 2-4, 1976 in Baltimore, MD; sponsored by IEEE EMB and NSF. Proceedings 202p. $12.00 76CH1214-6 EMB

Computer Aided Diagnosis of Medical Images, Symposium on, held Nov. 11, 1976 in Coronado, CA; sponsored by IEEE C, AUR, ACR, et al. Proceedings 107p. $12.00 76CH1170-6 C

Computer Science, 17th Symposium on Foundations of, (formerly Symposium on Switching and Automata Theory) held Oct 25-27, 1976 in Houston, TX; sponsored by IEEE C. Conf. Record 270p. $20.00 76CH1133-8 C

Computer Society International Conference, Fall 1976 IEEE (COMPCON FALL), held Sep 7-10, 1976 in Washington, DC; sponsored by IEEE C. Digest of Papers & Tutorial 1v. (Approx. 560p.) $30.00 76CH1201-3 C (OOPS Option). Hardbound volume contains Digest of Papers: Computers ... by the millions, for the millions. 392p. LC 68-1628 $20.00 76CH1115-5 C (see Oct 1976 bulletin) and Designing with Microprocessors-Tutorial, Approx. 168p. $10.00 76CH1178-3 C listed below.

Cybernetics and Society, 1976 International Conference on, held Nov 1-3, 1976 in Washington, DC; sponsored by IEEE SMC and IEEE Washington Section. Proceedings 736p. LC 75-28733 $32.00 76CH1137-9 SMC

Decision and Control, 7th IEEE Conference on, including the 15th Symposium on Adaptive Process, held Dec. 1-3, 1976 in Clearwater, Fl; sponsored by IEEE CS. Proceedings 1313p. $40.00 76CH1150-2 CS

Design Automation and Microprocessors, Symposium on, held Feb 24-25, 1977 in Palo Alto, CA; sponsored by IEEE C and ACM. Proceedings 110p. $12.00 77CH1189-0 C

Designing with Microprocessors, Tutorial given at COMPCON '76 Fall Conference, Sep 7-10, 1976 in Washington, DC; sponsored by IEEE C. Tutorial Approx. 168p. $10.00 76CH1178-3 C see also Computer Society International Conference

Display Conference, 1976 (formerly Display Devices and Systems) held Oct 12-14, 1976 in New York, NY; sponsored by IEEE ED, SID and AGED. Conf. Record 132p. LC 74-80940 $24.00 76CH1124-7 ED


Electronic and Aerospace Systems Convention, IEEE (EASCON '76), held Sep 26-29, 1976 in Washington, DC; sponsored by IEEE AES and IEEE Washington Section. Conf. Record—Electronics for the Eighties. Approx. 400p. LC 73-2277 $32.00 76CH1154-4 EASCON

Engineering in Medicine and Biology, 29th Conference on, held Nov. 6-10, 1976 in Boston, MA; sponsored by IEEE EMB and AEMB. Proceedings 484p. LC 61-24788 $20.00 76CH1139-3 EMB


IEEE Standards


Changes in IEEE Periodicals for 1977

Schedule change: IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication has changed its publication schedule for 1977 only to the following months: June, September, November, December

Increased frequency of publication: IEEE Transactions on Electrical Insulation has changed from quarterly to bi-monthly: February, April, June, August, October, December; IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering has changed from quarterly to bi-monthly: January, March, May, July, September, November.

IEEE Journals on Microfilm comprise the world's major archive on modern electrical/electronics engineering.

IEEE Journals on Microfilm comprise an Information System that provides quick access—for viewing or printout—to the fundamental literature of modern electrical and electronics engineering. Both backfiles and updates are available on 16 mm or 35 mm positive or negative film, in cartridges or reels. All film is processed in accordance with archival standards as set by the National Bureau of Standards.

Backfiles: Date from 1884 through 1970 and include all periodicals of the IEEE's predecessor societies—the Institute of Radio Engineers and The American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Purchasers of the complete backfiles of all of the IEEE Transactions (1951-1970) are entitled to sizable discounts on the sum of the individual Transactions prices.

Annual Updates: Include all IEEE periodicals published since January 1, 1971, on a yearly basis. Purchasers of all IEEE Transactions on microfilm for a single year receive sizable discounts under the total of the individual Transactions prices. They also receive a free copy of the annual combined INDEX TO IEEE PUBLICATIONS for that year.


Further Details: For complete details and price list, ask for catalog No. F-15 Rev. 1/76. Send your request to: IEEE Service Center, Microfilm Services, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, N.J. 08854.

Supplementary Information

Out-of-Stock Publications: Xerox or microfilm copies of most out-of-stock publications may be obtained from the Engineering Societies Library, 345 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017; the Library will supply price information on request. Most IEEE Journal issues for 1964 and earlier years are available from Walter J. Johnson, Inc., 111 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Open Order Plan Subscriptions: Automatic ordering of nonperiodical IEEE publications at 10% discount is available under OOPS (Open Order Plan Subscriptions). Please request brochure F-72 for details.

Price Information: All prices listed in this Bulletin are nonmember prices. If you are an IEEE member, please consult listings in IEEE Spectrum for the discounted prices to which you are entitled, and mention your member number when ordering.

Additional Copies of this Bulletin are available, at your request, for circulation to technical personnel in your organization.

How To Order

Payment must accompany all orders. (New Jersey residents add 5% sales tax.) Please specify publication title, the product number printed in boldface in the listings, price, and quantity desired. Send all orders to:

IEEE Service Center
Dept. PB
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08854

Published four times a year at: IEEE Headquarters
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Managing Editor: Kaarin Kolbre